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Thank you, Chief Justice Rabner, Judge Grant, distinguished participants and
the organizers of this incredibly important Judicial Conference for allowing me
the opportunity to testify today.

My name is Ryan Haygood. I am the President & CEO of the New Jersey
Institute for Social Justice (the “Institute”). The Institute’s mission is to topple
load-bearing walls of structural inequality to empower Black people and other
people of color. We use cutting-edge racial justice advocacy to build
reparative systems that create wealth, transform justice and harness
democratic power – from the ground up – in New Jersey. I’d like to thank my
colleagues Andrea McChristian, Yannick Wood, Henal Patel and Brooke Lewis
for helping to prepare this testimony.

On the first day of the conference, Professor Eddie Glaude, Jr., challenged us
with his description of an America and a New Jersey deeply divided by racism
– and the difficult reality that “we built this country true.”

“If we are going to confront it,” he urged us, “We have to be as deliberate in
dismantling it as we were in creating it.”

He went on to urge us here in New Jersey not to “pat ourselves on the back
as a liberal bastion” because the numbers, the racial inequalities here, are too
stark for that.

I’d like to situate my remarks in those numbers – and in those racial
inequalities.

As we gather here this afternoon, we are more than 18 months into a COVID-
19 pandemic that has devastated New Jersey – with the third highest death
rate in America — and which has disproportionately impacted communities of color. COVID-19 was the leading cause of death for Black people in New Jersey in 2020.

This public health crisis has exposed the pre-existing and deeply embedded cracks of structural racism in our foundation.

Cracks that have erupted into earthquakes in Black and other communities of color.

Cracks that manifest in New Jersey as some of the worst racial inequalities in America.

These cracks caused New Jersey’s staggering racial wealth gap, where the individual net wealth for white people is $106,000 compared to just $179 for Black people — less than the cost of groceries for a small family.

These cracks also cause Black infants in New Jersey to experience the highest racial disparity rate in mortality in America, and cause Black kids to attend school in the sixth most segregated education system in America.

These cracks are part of New Jersey’s DNA dating back to its founding when New Jersey provided each settling family with 150 acres of land — plus 150 more for each enslaved person brought to the colony. It is for this reason that the Garden State has been called the “slave state of the North.”

We must confront the reality that we live today in the shadow of that beginning and the generations of structural racism that followed.

How does this all relate to why we are here today?

New Jersey’s justice system was shaped by structural racism.

Black kids in New Jersey are locked up at almost 18 times the rate of white kids, the highest disparity rate in America, even though they commit most offenses at similar rates.

And incarcerated kids too often end up part of the adult criminal justice system, where a Black adult in New Jersey is 12 times more likely to be in prison than a white adult — the highest disparity in the nation.

Sixty-one percent of our prison population is also Black in a state that is only about 13% Black.

And then what do we do with the racism in our criminal justice system? We import it into our democracy and our courtrooms. Not only are incarcerated people denied the vote — but people with criminal convictions for indictable offenses are disqualified from serving on juries for life.
We must also confront the fact that our system of jury selection, through the use of peremptory challenges, also perpetuates the structural racism built into our criminal justice system.

Thirty-five years ago, the Supreme Court in Batson v. Kentucky confronted the question of peremptory challenges when it ruled that excluding a juror solely on the basis of their race violated the Fourteenth Amendment.\(^{18}\)

Justice Marshall, in his concurring opinion, predicted that “[t]he decision today will not end the racial discrimination that peremptories inject into the jury-selection process.”\(^{19}\)

Justice Marshall was right.

Indeed, as we are having this conversation in New Jersey, a trial is underway that has great import to this conference and to our nation. It began with an incident that occurred in a southern town in Georgia.\(^{20}\) Ahmaud Arbery was jogging down a residential street when he was followed by a group of white men in pickup trucks, one of whom was carrying a shotgun.\(^{21}\)

They chased and confronted him, believing that he didn’t belong there, and shot him to death.\(^{22}\)

The tragedy did not end there for Ahmaud Arbery, his family or his community. The town near where Ahmaud Arbery was killed has a population that is 55% Black.\(^{23}\) The county has a population that is 27% Black.\(^{24}\) However, during jury selection for a trial in progress as we speak, 11 out of 12 Black potential jurors were struck from the panel through peremptory challenges made by defense attorneys, leaving a sole Black juror.\(^{25}\)

Eleven white jurors in a trial involving three white men accused of killing a Black man, nearly guaranteeing that justice would not follow his killing, with the judge even conceding that intentional discrimination likely infected the jury selection process.\(^{26}\) This makes a mockery of the right to a jury of one’s peers.

This injustice is not limited to Ahmaud Arbury.

It happened during the six times that Curtis Flowers was tried in Mississippi for murder after the same prosecutor struck a total of 41 out of 42 Black potential jurors.\(^{27}\) In a recent study in Mississippi, Black jurors were 4.51 times as likely as white jurors to be removed from a jury by prosecutors through peremptory challenges.\(^{28}\)

In another study of North Carolina non-capital felony trials, prosecutors used 60% of their peremptory challenges against Black jurors although they were only 32% of the jury pool.\(^{29}\)

In a study of capital cases in Philadelphia from 1981 to 1997, prosecutors used peremptory challenges to remove 51% of Black jurors compared to 26% of similarly situated non-Black jurors.\(^{30}\)
This study also observed that Batson had only a modest impact on peremptory trends, with race-based peremptory challenges declining in the lead-up to Batson but then increasing thereafter.\textsuperscript{31}

It should be noted that defense attorneys have also employed this practice – using peremptory challenges to exclude white jurors to combat the prosecution’s improper peremptory challenges against Black jurors.\textsuperscript{32} In the Mississippi study, white jurors were 4.21 times as likely as Black jurors to be removed from a jury by defense peremptory challenges.\textsuperscript{33} In the North Carolina study, defense attorneys used 87% of their peremptory challenges against white jurors although they made up 68% of the pool.\textsuperscript{34} Lastly, in the Philadelphia study, defense attorneys used peremptory challenges to remove 26% of Black jurors and 54% of similarly situated non-Black jurors.\textsuperscript{35}

New Jersey has its own acute problems when it comes to representation in juries, with studies showing underrepresentation of Black jurors in jury pools.\textsuperscript{36} In a study commissioned by the New Jersey Supreme Court, Black jurors were found to be underrepresented in each of the 14 counties surveyed.\textsuperscript{37} Black jurors were underrepresented in Mercer County compared to their proportion of the population by 41.3\%.\textsuperscript{38} In Essex County, the county with the highest concentration of Black individuals,\textsuperscript{39} Black jurors were underrepresented by 20.3\%.\textsuperscript{40}

Specific statistics about the use of peremptory challenges in New Jersey are limited. While a recent study commissioned by the New Jersey Supreme Court found that the use of peremptory challenges did have an impact on the representation of people of color on New Jersey’s juries, it also found that that “the ability to observe a [statistical] relationship between attorneys’ use of large numbers of peremptory challenges and levels of minority representation was limited.”\textsuperscript{41}

That said, there is no getting around the fact that peremptory challenges are part of New Jersey’s racialized criminal justice system, which is characterized by some of the worst racial disparities in America.

We cannot look to slight reforms to our current system. Batson has been reformed over the 35 years of its existence and Osorio\textsuperscript{42} plus Andujar\textsuperscript{43} are the most recent iterations of its proscription of race-based discrimination in jury selection.

As Professor Glaude reminded us, this is a critical moment for us in New Jersey to tell the truth about who we are, and to build a new system, a new foundation, for our criminal justice system.

Those of us in this room today have the unique opportunity to contribute to that process.

To accomplish this, New Jersey must take the following steps.
First, New Jersey must abolish peremptory challenges.

Second, New Jersey must expand “for cause” challenges.

Third, New Jersey must extend the right of jury service to people with indictable offense convictions.

Fourth, New Jersey’s courts must have the flexibility to draw jurors from particular areas within a county or from multiple counties.

Finally, New Jersey must pay jurors a $15 minimum wage.

(1) New Jersey must abolish peremptory challenges.

As Justice Marshall predicted, Batson did not end the discriminatory use of peremptory challenges. Attorneys have limited time to go from juror to juror to decipher which jurors are preferred and which jurors should be removed. These time limitations often lead attorneys to make decisions off “hunches” or “inclinations” which may be subject to implicit biases. In Batson, Justice Marshall urged that ending racial discrimination in jury selection “can be accomplished only by eliminating peremptory challenges entirely.” 44 Let us finally listen to him here in New Jersey.

(2) To meet attorney concerns about eliminating peremptory challenges, New Jersey must expand “for cause” challenges.

Although the New Jersey Supreme Court’s study concluded that judges already make significant amounts of “for cause” challenges, 45 attorneys have expressed concerns that striking a juror “for cause” remains challenging.

To meet these concerns, courts should be willing to expand striking jurors “for cause” and need to be more rigorous in questioning jurors to uncover biases. In situations where a potential juror makes an equivocal statement about being fair and impartial, the potential juror should be removed. Additional time should be granted to develop testimony that will expose areas where jurors may have implicit biases.

(3) New Jersey must allow people who have indictable offense convictions to serve on juries.

New Jersey bars people with indictable offense convictions from serving on juries for life, impacting an estimated 438,000 to 533,000 of the overall population from serving on juries. 46 This is about 7-8% of the overall population of the state. 47

An estimated 219,000 to 269,000 of the Black population in New Jersey is impacted by this bar 48 – a staggering 23-29% of the Black population. 49 Thirteen states – including Idaho, Ohio, North Carolina and Indiana – allow people with felony (indictable offense) convictions to serve on juries.
after they are off parole and probation. The American Bar Association endorses this. New Jersey should, too.

New Jersey recently restored voting rights to 83,000 people on probation or parole—a right that had been denied since 1844.

It is time that we do the same for the right to serve on juries.

(4) New Jersey courts must have the flexibility to draw jurors from particular areas within a county or from multiple counties to achieve a representative jury pool.

People have the right to be judged by a jury of their peers. To achieve this aim, courts should be granted the option of limiting the juror pool to particular areas of the county to ensure a more racially diverse jury pool. For example, an Essex County court may be able to draw from a Newark jury pool for people in Newark rather than from all of Essex County, which may include areas that do not reflect the racial demographics of Newark. Federal districts already have the option of drawing jurors from “divisions” within the district and not the district as a whole. Courts should also acquire race information for potential jurors by requiring them to self-identify during their current jury duty (or by cooperating with other courts and state agencies that track racial data).

If courts are still unable to create racially representative juries through limiting the juror pool to particular areas of the county or if they have exhausted jurors of color from particular areas, courts should have the option of drawing from jurors from several counties and specific areas within other counties. This will allow courts to create a more racially representative jury pool. Courts can also share racial data between the counties to inform their selection of out-of-county jurors.

(5) New Jersey must pay jurors a $15 minimum wage.

New Jersey’s legislators should consider the extent to which jurors who are called for service fail to show up because they will experience financial hardship due to jury duty and pass a law to raise juror pay to at least minimum wage. Jurors are paid as little as $5 per day. If jurors were paid for seven hours of work at a minimum wage of $15/hour, they would make $105. Minimum wage may mean the difference between a juror showing up for jury duty or making the financial decision to stay at work for the survival of their families.

New Jersey’s shameful racial wealth disparities make this issue particularly acute for Black and Latino/Latina individuals, almost half of whom have zero net worth. People of color who are daily wage earners may not have the means to serve on juries. We need to consider this when deciding on what is fair and equitable juror pay. If increasing juror pay is seen to be costly, courts should consider means testing juror pay to make sure that those who actually need the support will receive it.
Conclusion

As Professor Eddie Glaude, Jr., urged us on Wednesday, it is time to tell the full truth, to reconcile and then to repair.

As we do that, we must be as deliberate in dismantling our racialized criminal justice system as New Jersey was in creating it.

Implementing the proposals outlined above is a critical part of the reparative justice that Black people and other people of color in New Jersey deserve.

Thank you.
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